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Thank you for purchasing Adroit Board V3! Any improper use may cause malfunction and damage to devices, so 

please make sure to read through this manual before use and strictly abide by the prescribed operating procedures. We are not liable 
for any liability arising from the use of this product, including but not limited to the compensation for incidental or indirect loss. We 
also do not bear any responsibility for unauthorized modification of the product. We have the right to change the product design, 
appearance, performance and use requirements without notice. 
 

1:Product Specification  
Model Remote for Adroit Board V3 

 
Battery voltage/capacity 3.7V/400MAH 

 
Charging interface Micro USB 

 
Charging time 1H 

 
Communication mode 2.4G 

 
Distance of remote control 40m（Open area） 

 
Weight -- 

 
Applicable ESC ESC-Skateboard-ADV3 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2: Interactive mode  

 
3. Function and operating instructions   
Power on 
  Press “button A” on remote control for 1 second to power on. The remote control will vibrate shortly and enter into connection 

mode. OLED screen displays main interface or unconnected hint according to connection state. Then press the power button of 
skateboard for 0.2 second to enter into connection mode. 
Note: The normal state after connection is that OLED screen displays main interface and indicator light of skateboard is 
constantly on.  
  

2)  Power off 
Manual off: Press “button A” for 2 seconds to power off (The skateboard cannot be powered off under speeding). The remote                     
control vibrates shortly, press power button for 1 second to power off.  
Note: If the skateboard is powered off but the remote control is not powered off and in the state of connection, the screen of                        
remote control displays not connected, and the remote control vibrates shortly to remind. If the remote control powers off in                    
the state of connection, the skateboard will start to brake and power off after 5 minnutes of standstill. 
Automatical off: The romote control and skateboard will power off automatically if not being operated within 5 minutes, if the                    
skateboard is at rest. 
  

3)  Connect and match(Have been matched well after leaving factory) 
Both of remote control and skateboard are powered off, first press button A for 5 seconds, the indicator light is red and flashes                        

quickly, reminding enter into matching state, press “button A” for 5 seconds again, the screen displays matching and enter into                    
matching mode. The remote control displays matching successfully, with two short vibration and once long vibration means                 
completing matching. After that, the red indicator light of skateboard is constantly on and can be used. After matching remote                    
control, need to select speed, mileage unit and motor diameter, detailed operation method. Button B to switch option. Button A                    
to confirm. The remote control will enter into main function interface after the second motor diameter chosen.  
 

4)  Battery indicator 
Battery indicator of remote of control: There are 5 grid power. After power on, if the battery of remote of control is less than                         

10%(It can be used for 30 minutes at most), the screen of remote control indicates that the power is less than 10%, with a                        
double long vibration. When the battery is only 5%(It can be used for 15 minutes). The remote control reminds the battery is                      
less than 5% again, with a double long vibration. When the battery is lower than safe voltage(3.4V) and connected with                    
skateboard, if the skateboard stops, the remote control vibrates once and powers off automatically. 

  
Battery indicator of skateboard: There are 5 grid power. When the battery of skateboard is lower than 25%, the screen of                      
remote control indicates the battery is lower than 25%, with a double long vibration. When the battery of skateboard is lower                     
than 10%, the remote control will indicates the battery is lower than 10%, with a double long vibration. When the voltage is                      
lower than safe voltage, close power output, brake immediately at this time.  
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5)  Throttle/Brake control 

Push forward “finger dial of throttle” to control forward. Pull backward “finger dial of throttle” to control brake. 
Make sure the finger dial of throttle is in neutal position before power on, or else it will affect the use experience. The screen                        
will remind to return throttle in neutral position if it is not when power on. Please operate as per instruction.  
 
 

6)  Switch direction of skateboard 
In the state of forward, double click “Button B”, the remote control will short vibrate once(short vibrate for 100ms, the same                      
below), the direction icon changes to“Backward arrow”; 
In the state of backward, double click “Button B”, the remote control will short vibrate once, the direction icon changes                     
to“Forward arrow”. 

    Note: This operation will be valid when the throttle trigger is in neutral position(zero throttle) and the speed is less than 3km/h.   
 
 
 

9)   Gear switch 
     Short press button B, the remote control switches to the next gear, with a short vibration. The gear icon will change accordingly.  

    Note: This operation will be valid when the throttle trigger is in neutral position(zero throttle).  
 
11) Charging 
① Charging remote control: When charging the remote control, it vibrates short. The remote control screen displays the charging                   
progress in real time in the form of flowing water light;  
Note: It can not be operated when charging the remote control. It will automatically power off after unplug the charging wire and                      

short vibrate once. 
② Charging battery of skateboard: When power off, the skateboard enters into charging state automatically if connects the charger.                   
The red indicator light is on. When power on, connect the charger to enter into charging state, the red indicator light is on, it will                         
automatically power off after unplug the charging wire.  
Note: When in the state of charging, part of motor and ESC will stop working if the skateboard is not connected with remote                       
control, or does not accept operation instruction.  
 

4：Malfunction warning instruction:  
 

 Battery voltage warning 
If the battery of remote of control is less than 10%(It can be used for 30 minutes at most), the screen of remote control                        
indicates that the power is less than 10%, with a double long vibration. When the battery is only 5%(It can be used for 15                        
minutes). The remote control reminds the battery is less than 5% again, with a double long vibration. When the battery is                     
lower than safe voltage(3.4V) and connected with skateboard, if the skateboard stops, the remote control vibrates once and                  
powers off automatically. 
When the battery of skateboard is lower than 25%, the screen of remote control indicates the battery is lower than 25%, with                      
a double long vibration. When the battery of skateboard is lower than 10%, the remote control will indicates the battery is                     
lower than 10%, with a double long vibration. When the voltage is lower than safe voltage, close power output, brake                    
immediately at this time. 

Note: when the battery of remote control or skateboard starts to remind for the second time, you’d better stop using it and chare                        
related devices to avoid damage lithium battery due to over discharge.  
 

 Signal loss warning 
When the signal is lost suddenly, the screen of the remote control indicates disconnection, with a short vibration. If the skateboard is                       

accelerating, first the acceleration will stop slowly, then brake slowly automatically. If the skateboard is not accelerating, it                  
will brkae slowly. If the signal is lost, the remote control will search the device of skateboard, if it succeeds in searching and                       
reconnecting, the remote control will short vibrate, the brake will be cancelled and return to normal operation. 

 
 

 
Lock-up warning 
When the motor is lock-up or completely struck, the remote control will short vibrate continuously and intermittently, the screen                    

of remote control indicates lock-up. If that happens, the user should stop running skateboard and check whether there is foreign                    
matter struck in it, clear the foreign matter and run it again. 

 

 Overheating warning 
        When the operating temperature of motor is higher than 100℃ or lower than 0℃, the remote control vibrates and the screen 
        Indicates overheat and the motor will stop working. 
        Note: The user should pay attention to the temperature of motor. Stop using if the operating temperature of motor is high,  
        reuse after the temperature reduces. 
 
 Overcurrent warning 
        When the operating current of motor exceeds the value allowed, the screen of remote control indicates overcurrent, the motor  
        Stops working. 
        Note: Close the skateboard and repower on. It can be used after the current returns to normal.  
  


